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September 22, 2011 
 
 
The Honorable Harry Reid    The Honorable Mitch McConnell 
Majority Leader     Minority Leader 
U.S. Senate      U.S. Senate 
Washington, DC 20510    Washington, DC 20510 
 
Dear Leaders Reid and McConnell: 
 
 

The NAM is the largest trade association in the United States, representing over 11,000 
small, medium and large manufacturers in all 50 states. We are the leading voice for the 
manufacturing economy, which provides millions of high-wage jobs in the U.S. Two-thirds of our 
members are small businesses, which serve as the engine for job growth. Our mission is to 
enhance the competitiveness of manufacturers and improve American living standards by 
shaping a legislative and regulatory environment conducive to U.S. economic growth. 
 

The NAM is writing to express our support for the Advanced Technology Vehicle 
Manufacturing (ATVM) program, authorized under the Energy Independence and Security Act of 
2007 with bipartisan support and signed into law by President Bush. The ATVM program is an 
example of what government/industry partnerships can accomplish. It has helped create and 
preserve thousands of auto sector jobs and put our nation on a path towards greater energy 
security. The NAM believes defunding ATVM will hurt manufacturers and their employees. 
 

Introducing any new model motor vehicle is a capital intensive process. Automobile 
manufacturers and suppliers must make large investments at the front end before a vehicle 
enters production. The ATVM program assists this process by providing low cost capital for 
retooling U.S facilities. These loans, which will be repaid with interest, allow automakers to build 
more fuel-efficient advance technology vehicles in the U.S. and provide greater job security for 
the workers they employ. Furthermore, it is worth noting that many suppliers to the automobile 
manufacturers are small and medium manufacturers. These smaller manufacturers have the 
potential to create thousands of jobs but are typically some of the first businesses impacted by a 
struggling economy. By maintaining the ATVM program the government will also be supporting 
the maintenance and growth of these smaller manufacturers. 
 
 

During this time of economic recovery, we urge you to preserve this successful program 
that is helping preserve auto sector jobs and make promote energy security.  
  
 

Sincerely, 

 
 
Paul A. Yost 


